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SGA

Student
complaints
spur open
forum
BY KAELY HOLLOWAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Some students are unhappy with
recent changes to priority registration and have expressed concern to
the Student Government Association.
As a result, SGA will be having an
open forum on the issue with Gordon Emslie, provost and vice president for Academic Affairs on Nov. 12
at 5 p.m.
The changes involve the creation
of two tiers of priority registration,
one based on need and the other
on benefit.
In addition, those same qualifying
students will be allowed to register
for a maximum of 16 hours during
the priority registration period. Students may add three more credit
hours worth of classes once open
registration begins. Seniors and
graduate students still register before those with priority registration
and are not subject to the 16-credit
hour limit.
This was initially proposed by
Emslie.
SGA members have recognized
the confusion, debate and disruption the changes have caused the
student body.
During Tuesday night’s meeting,
senator Tyler Scaff brought opposition from honors students to the
senate.
“One of the issues I wanted to
SEE SGA PAGE A2

A masked volunteer with a fake chainsaw pops out from behind the porta-potties to chase customers out at the Wingfield
Hayride and Haunted House. The end of the haunted house consists of a pathway of porta-potties that were donated by Blue
Moon. The Wingfield Hayride and Haunted House is operated by friends and family of the Wingfield Volunteer Fire Department.
For more on Wingfield go to page A6 KATIE MCLEAN/HERALD

Former CNN
anchor to speak
on diversity on TV
BY QUICHE MATCHEN
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Award-winning journalist Soledad O’Brien will be
making her way to
WKU to speak on a
topic in which she is
an expert — diversity.
The former CNN
anchor and CEO
of Starfish Media
O'Brien
Group will speak on
the topic of diversity
on television. Diversity is a topic
O’Brien is known for, in part thanks
to her reporting on the CNN documentary series, “Black in America.”
O’Brien will be the second act in
the annual Cultural Enhancement
Series at WKU. She will give her presentation, “Diversity: On television,
behind the scenes and in our lives”
on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Van Meter Auditorium.
David Lee, dean of Potter College
of Arts and Letters, said O’Brien is a
high-profile journalist.
“Her reporting on race issues is
very significant work,” Lee said.
“She just seems to be someone that
has some very significant things to
say for the campus community.”
He said O’Brien is someone who
SEE DIVERSITY PAGE A2
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Students, volunteers make scaring their job
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
When one gets terrified by a
werewolf or vampire, they rarely
think about what goes through
the mind of the creature scaring
them, but these monsters are humans just like you and me.
Skeleton’s Lair is an outdoor
Halloween attraction that offers a
haunted hay ride, haunted woods
and a 3-D maze to allow these
monsters to roam around.
Bowling Green junior Carolyn
Olson, an employee at Skeleton’s

Lair, works within the 3-D maze.
Olson said within the maze,
people wear 3-D glasses and interact with 3-D art.
There are also haunted props
that move around and jump at a
person if they get too close.
Olson plays as a clown within
the maze.
“I usually run around, pop out
at people and either make them
scream or make them laugh,” Olson said.
Olson, a third-year employee,
said she has made many memories while working there.

“One time, I popped out at a
group and I made three grown
men fall over and cry and run
away from me,” Olson said. “It was
very entertaining.”
Olson said there was another
event where a couple of junior
high girls ran out of the attractions
before she had even jumped out.
“I almost died laughing,” Olson
said.
She also said that it’s a lot of fun
working at Skeleton’s Lair.
“You’re pretty much family with
everybody there,” she said.
SEE HALLOWEEN PAGE A2

Halloween Events
WHAT: Pumpkin Decorating
WHEN: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
WHERE: Grise Hall front lawn
WHAT: Zombie Mud Run
WHEN: Sunday, Nov. 3
WHERE: 5336 Cemetery Road,
Scottsville
ADMISSION: Volunteering is
free. $25 to participate as a
zombie. Cost for runners varies
from $40 − $50. Cost for
spectators is $5.

STUDENT GOOGLE
AMBASSADOR
HOSTS VIEWING
PARTY
PAGE A3

BOUTIQUE

LABOLD AND
SONS HOUSED
IN BUILDING
ABOUND WITH
BOWLING GREEN
HISTORY
PAGE B1

WHAT: AdFed
Costume Cat Walk
WHEN: 12 p.m. −3 p.m.
WHERE: Centennial Mall
WHAT: The Rocky Horror
Picture Show
WHEN: Doors open at 9 p.m.,
show starts at 10 p.m.
WHERE: Capital Arts Theater
— Downtown, 416 E. Main
Street
ADMISSION: $7

BASKETBALL
SECTION
FIND IT ON
STANDS TODAY

WHAT: Skeleton’s Lair
Scream Park
WHEN: Gates open at dark,
closes at 10 p.m.
WHERE: 5336 Cemetery Road,
Scottsville
WHAT: Buffalo Rodeo Concert
at Highland House Halloween
Party
WHEN: 8 p.m.
WHERE: Highland House, 1119
Highland Way, Bowling Green
ADMISSION: $5

THU 66°/52°
FRI 66°/43°
SAT 55°/34°
SUN 57°/37°
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SGA

Mark Reeves, SGA executive VP

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

bring to your all’s attention was an issue that I was made aware of by a concerned student of Ogden College, and
it’s the idea of the new registration process,” Scaff said during the meeting.
“Said concerned students, actually, are
Honors College seniors who are applying for honors classes, or will be trying
to get into classes next semester, that
they can augment to become honors
classes.”
Scaff said the students are concerned
that they won't be able to register for
their classes prior to other seniors.
“That actually is an issue that has
caused a few people to talk to me and
say they were actually considering
dropping the honors major and just going on regular,” Scaff said. “They didn’t
really see any point anymore in keeping up with the honors requirements if
it required they stay for another semester.”
SGA President Keyana Boka said she
did not have an official stance on the
matter yet.
“We were getting a lot more incoming
reactions out of the news that registration is changing,” Boka said. “That’s
why we’re having an open forum Nov.
12 to have students come and discuss it
and have Emslie answer anyone’s questions on it and any other academic related issue.”
SGA previously approved of the priority registration changes through Mark

Currently there are 12
student groups that get
priority registration ,
and as he said priority
registration for everyone
means priority for no
one.”
Reeves, SGA executive vice president,
who represents SGA at University
Senate and who voted in favor of the
change there.
The proposal did not require any legislation on the part of SGA, and was
only mentioned by Reeves during SGA’s
regular weekly meeting on Sept. 10.
“The provost is also proposing redoing priority registration,” Reeves
said during the meeting. “Currently,
there are 12 student groups that get
priority registration, and as he said
priority for everyone means priority
for no one.”
Reeves said he cannot speak for the
rest of SGA, but he personally is still in
favor of the changes to priority registration.
“As a representative to University Senate, I was making SGA aware,” Reeves
said of his report to SGA on Sept. 10.
“SGA could have passed legislation saying we disapprove of this matter, but
it’s not something that requires student
government’s input.”

DIVERSITY

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

has been suggested in the past for the
Cultural Enhancement Series.
“We could never make our schedule
and her schedule work,” he said. “This
year it just happened that we had a
date, she had a date and we were able
to arrange her visit here.”
Lee said she is an expert on the topic of diversity, and he’s excited about
O’Brien coming to WKU.
“I’ve paid attention to her work for a
long time,” he said. “I’m curious to see
what she has to say in person.”
Loup Langton, director for the School
of Journalism and Broadcasting, said
O’Brien is looked up to because of her
accomplishments.
Langton said he thinks she’ll make
a great guest for the university and in
particular, for journalism students. Students can expect to hear things from
her that are not predictable.
“She will give students, faculty and
others that attend her presentation
some different things to think about
and some different ways of looking at
things we routinely see around us in the
news,” he said.
Andrea Garr-Barnes, director for the
Office of Institutional Diversity and Inclusion, said O’Brien will bring a lot of
experience to WKU and that a better
question to ask is what O’Brien doesn’t

IF YOU GO
What: Soledad O’Brien “Diversity:
On television, behind the scenes
and in our lives”
Where: Van Meter Auditorium
When: Nov. 5, 7:30 p.m.
Cost: Free
bring to the table.
“She has so many intersections,
whether it be race, ethnicity, sexual
identification in terms of being a woman. Being a younger woman, being a
woman of color or being a mother,” she
said.
Garr-Barnes said someone like
O’Brien can talk to students about issues bigger than reality television.
“She can also talk to us about moral
responsibility, not only that we have as
individuals in terms of television, but
what the networks have,” she said.
Garr-Barnes said she hopes students
will learn from O’Brien to stay true to
themselves.
“Just because large structures close
the front door on your diversity doesn’t
mean that you don’t look for a window
or side door,” she said. “To see young
sisters like Soledad O’Brien achieve the
accomplishments that they have gives
me hope for the generation that’s in
college right now.”

Crime reports
Report
• Bowling Green junior Nayab
Hussain reported all four tires of
her vehicle slashed on Oct. 29.
The estimated cost of the damage
is $320.

Go to wkuherald.com for
an interactive crime map

HALLOWEEN

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Not too far away from Skeleton’s
Lair lies Haunted Hollow, a fundraiser
event for the Wingfield Volunteer Fire
Department. In Haunted Hollow, people can enjoy a hayride to a haunted
house.
During their adventure in Haunted
Hollow, they will encounter everything from spooky props to a vortex
tunnel to ‘spooks.’
Skeleton’s Lair spokesperson Amy
Burge said the newest attraction at
Skeleton’s Lair is the ‘Haunted House
of Wax’. The attraction features wax
figures of Hollywood celebrities and
villains, such as John Wayne, Charles
Manson and Elizabeth Taylor.
Burge said the attraction is more
than what it seems.

“Of course, there’s some surprises
along the way,” Burge said.
Another attraction featured within Skeleton’s Lair is called Monster
Paintball Adventure. The attraction is
a trailer ride with paintball guns attached to the vehicles during which
people will be able to shoot ‘monsters’
they come across.
Mo Costello, an Edmonson resident
who helped organize the event, said
the volunteers love what they do.
“People in Edmonson county are
really kind of weird,” Costello said.
“They like to scare to people, so when
they see people run or scream themselves to death, our spooks just start
laughing.”
Costello said working in Haunted
Hollow is a fun but tiring job.
“It’s a lot of work,” Costello said. “It’s
fun when you start, but you’re so glad
when it’s done.”

WKUHERALD.com
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WKU chosen as YouTube Music Awards viewing party site
BY KAYLA BOYD
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Shelby Rice has a different
title from every other WKU
student.
Rice, a Louisville junior, is a
Google Student Ambassador,
which makes her responsible
for expanding knowledge of
Google products on campus,
helping Google understand
WKU’s culture and planning
and hosting events on campus.
Her latest project as a
Google Ambassador is bigger
than most.
Rice is hosting a viewing

party for the first YouTube Music Awards. Not only that, but
WKU’s viewing party is one of
only 10 to stream live. During
the pre-show, students will
be able to watch what’s going
on at other viewing parties
around the world.
Rice applied with Google
for the rights to host a viewing
party. She said the first 75 ambassadors who replied would
be able to host one. She told
Google she planned to hold
the viewing party in an auditorium with a large crowd.
Google emailed Rice privately about streaming to
WKU.

“It would be awesome for
YouTube to see a full house,”
Rice said. “That would make
WKU look so good.”
The free event is set
to begin at 4 p.m. in the
Downing Student Union
Auditorium on Sunday,
Nov. 3 for those who want
to be part of the pre-show
festivities. The awards will
begin at 5 p.m.
Rice expects students to
wear plenty of red spirit wear
and hopes Big Red will make
an appearance.
“I’m expecting 200 to 300
[people],” Rice said. “But the
auditorium can accommodate

up to 600.”
She is also equipped with
handouts and prizes.
The top prize will be a
Google Nexus 7 tablet. To win,
students must have a Google+
account. Then they can post
videos and pictures to their
Google+ account to be eligible
to win the tablet.
There will also be dance contests and most school spirit challenges. Other prizes range from
YouTube headphones, t-shirts,
Google cups and track pads.
“I’m really not sure what to
expect,” Rice said.
Nominations for the awards
were based on videos watched

and shared by YouTube viewers
during the past year. The winners will be decided by the number of views and social shares.
YouTube creative director Spike Jonze hopes the
awards ceremony boosts
creativity and spurs new
content itself.
“We’re setting out to create a night that’s all about
making things and creativity
in the spirit of everyone that
uses YouTube,” Jonze said.
“As well as giving out awards,
we’ll be making live music videos. The whole night
should feel like a YouTube
video itself.”

Charging station bill vetoed by executive council
BY KAELY HOLLOWAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Debate dominated the
floor of the Student Government Association on Tuesday
night. In one night, a bill was
presented, altered, passed and
ultimately vetoed.
The bill’s purpose was to
fund two of five KwikBoost
charging stations, one at the
Glasgow campus and the other in a WKU main campus library, as part of a partnership
with WKU Libraries. The other
three stations will be funded
by WKU Libraries.
The total cost of these two
stations would be a one-time

payment of $1,598 to be taken
from the senate discretionary
portion of the budget.
Alexis Baker, the resolution’s
author and newly appointed
Campus Improvements committee head, presented the
resolution to the senate.
“We all have iPhones, iPads
— we’re very technologically
oriented, so this would just
help us,” Baker said. “It’s two
stations that are going to have
basically iPhone and iPad
chargers in them for students
to use at their leisure.”
The stations would also support other types of smartphone
devices, coming equipped with
eight different chargers.

Senator Cain Alvey proposed that one of the locations, which was originally set
to be in the Helm 2 periodicals
room, be changed to the Commons at Cravens library.
Baker said in response to this
disagreement, WKU Libraries
selected the five locations.
Mark Reeves, executive vice
president, also defended the
current location.
“I think part of the rationale for these four choices was
that these were places where
there’re fewer outlets, whereas
the Commons, newly renovated, probably has more,”
Reeves said.
SGA President Keyana Boka

made a point before the vote
that, should these stations
prove to be popular, WKU Libraries would consider adding
more.
Alvey proposed the change
again during the debate session, ultimately having the
change approved and passed
by a majority vote.
“With this, Helm would get
two of these KwikBoost stations, and my rationale behind
suggesting the Commons at
Cravens would be the traffic
that goes through there,” Alvey
said.
After the senate meeting
was adjourned, however, the
Executive Council proceeded

to veto this legislation during
their meeting.
It was vetoed on the grounds
that SGA cannot change the
locations of the stations, as it
is a matter to be considered
alongside their partner in the
project, WKU Libraries.
Under SGA bylaws, the Executive Council can approve or
reject passed legislation within
a 14-day period. In the case of
a veto, the senate has the opportunity to override the veto
by a two-thirds majority vote.
By requirement, a member
of the Executive Council will
report the veto to the senate
next week for the potential for
an override.

THE REMOTE

Ten spooky TV episodes to watch this Halloween
BY RYAN PAIT
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
Staying in instead of heading out on Halloween?
Dressing down instead of
dressing up?
Feeling too old to trick or
treat? (You should be, you
weirdo.)
Here are 10 great Halloween-themed
episodes of TV to watch
if you’re staying in on
All Hallows’ Eve.

overflows with sharp pop culture references.
Unlike most other shows,
however, “Bob’s Burgers”
doesn’t let these references
overtake the entire episode.
It does its own thing, and
that thing is hilarious.

“Community”
“Epidemiology” and “Horror
Fiction in Seven Spooky
Steps”
Both of these episodes showcase the
best of what “Com“Bob’s Burgers”
munity” has to offer:
“Full Bars”
genuine, laugh-out“Full Bars” sees
loud humor and a
Tina, Gene and Lounice dose of weirdise heading to the
ness.
rich part of town in
“Epidemiology”
search of full-size
sees the students
PAIT
of Greendale turned
candy bars on HallowColumnist
into zombies, and the
een.
Meanwhile, Bob and Lin- study group must fight their
da attend a Halloween party way through them to the muwhere a prized guest ends up sical stylings of ABBA.
dead — and Bob’s the main
“Horror Fiction in Seven
suspect.
Spooky Steps” features the
Like all episodes of this group telling each other horror
wonderful show, “Full Bars” stories, with the stories reflect-

ing each character’s psyche.
Funny and smart!

American accent is the undisputed highlight.

“Friends”
“The One with the Halloween
Party”
An oldie but a goodie, “The
One with the Halloween Party”
is a classic example of why
“Friends” was the coolest.
“The One with the Halloween Party” features Chandler
in a bunny suit, Phoebe’s evil
twin and Ross dressed as Sputnik.
You can’t ask for much more
than that.

“The Office”
“Halloween”
The original “Office” Halloween episode — and what a
good one it is — sees Michael
struggling to fire an employee
while also struggling to get
compliments on his elaborate
and expensive costume.
The episode features classic “Office” awkwardness and
bittersweetness, the kind that
made this show the best of the
best when it was on.

“Modern Family”
“Halloween”
I give “Modern Family” a lot
of crap, and for good reason
— it’s a hollow shell of what it
used to be.
But the “used to be” of it is
so good: take “Halloween,” for
example.
“Halloween” sees the Dunphy-Pritchett-Delgado clans
uniting to put on a haunted
house, with truly funny results.
Sofia Vergara’s attempt at an

“Parks and Recreation”
“Greg Pikitis” and “Halloween
Surprise”
“Greg Pikitis” sees Leslie
Knope (and her portrayer,
Amy Poehler) at her manic
best as she tries to catch a kid
who keeps vandalizing the
town on Halloween.
“Halloween Surprise,” on
the other hand, sees Leslie
dressed as Rosie the Riveter
(by far one of the cutest things
in world history) and making a

huge life decision.
There’s also a great joke
about a fart attack, so this
show really just has everything
anyone could ever need.

“Spongebob Squarepants”
“Chocolate with Nuts” and
“Graveyard Shift”
It’s not possible for me to
make a Halloween-themed
TV list without including
“Spongebob.”
I’ve seen these episodes
countless times. You probably
have too.
And they’re still funny.
“Chocolate with Nuts” isn’t
Halloween-themed, per se, but
it does feature Spongebob and
Patrick trying to sell chocolate
bars in order to become rich.
“Graveyard Shift” sees
Spongebob and Squidward
paralyzed by fear when they
hear the urban legend of the
Hash-Slinging Slasher.
Is “Spongebob” for kids?
Sure.
But that doesn’t mean
that it isn’t wildly hilarious to
watch it as an adult.
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LINDS LETS LOOSE

Let’s stick to constructive criticism on Halloween
BY LINDSAY KRIZ
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
So many of us are familiar with
“Mean Girls” and its famous Halloween
quote, “In the regular world, Halloween
is when children dress up in costumes
and beg for candy. In Girl World: Halloween is the one night a year when
a girl can dress like a total slut and no
other girls can say anything about it.”
Which begs the question: is it okay
to say anything negative about a girl’s
Halloween costume—or anyone’s Halloween costume—behind her back or
to her face? And, if we are going by the
logic of the quote, is it okay to say anything about someone’s cosplay (costume play) outfit that they wear any
other night of the year?
The simple answer: Yes.
The complex answer: Yes, if there is
something problematic about her costume. And I’m not talking about problematic in the sense that “her legs are
too wide for her to be Sailor Moon.”
I mean problematic in terms of trivializing an entire group of people into a
single costume idea, or making a costume racist. Below are two examples.
Example number one: The other day,
I went on a long and arduous journey
to find a sailor hat for my Halloween
costume as a male Future Sailor from
the show “The Mighty Boosh,” proving
that a gender-bending costume is obviously okay. However, instead of finding

a sailor hat, I found myself standing in front of
a costume with a white,
blonde-haired girl in
Native American attire,
a typical teepee and
Western
background
behind her.
Kriz
But none of this
Columnist problematic information is the worst part about the costume
packaging. The worst part is that the
name of the costume is “Pocahottie.”
I immediately groaned out loud.
It’s problematic when companies
trivialize an entire culture for the sake of
selling a Halloween costume. It’s problematic when a historical woman of color is sexualized and therefore trivialized.
Never mind that she has historical significance — let’s make a funny pun of her
name!
And lastly, I found the costume in
poor taste because Pocahontas did not
live out west, nor did she live in a teepee.
Instead, she and the Powhatan tribe
lived in Virginia in wigwams. Every
aspect of the costume was offensive,
and in this case, if you see one of your
friends wearing such a costume and
choose to point out why it is problematic in a polite and intelligent way, more
power to you.
Example number two: Recently, Julianne Hough came under scrutiny
by the public for doing what is known
as “Black Face” for her Halloween cos-

tume. Hough was portraying “Crazy
Eyes,” a black character from the hit
Netflix series “Orange is the New Black.”
Is it wrong of Hough to dress as Crazy
Eyes in the first place? Absolutely not. In
fact, I’m mad at myself for not considering that in the first place. However,
Hough was wrong in her decision to
paint her face black to get in touch with
the character.
According to a recent column in the
Los Angeles Times, black face is considered offensive because it was originally
done during a time when black people
were viewed by those in power — white
males — as less than human, and was
done by white people, for white people,
as a tool of degradation.
Black face has the power to turn
black people into caricatures by a group
of people with the privilege and is another type of Halloween costume that
should not be acceptable.
Calling out racism should not extend
to slut-shaming this Halloween, whether to someone’s face or behind his or her
back. I’m not thin by any means, but if I
decided to wear a short skirt and tight
shirt, I better not hear any nasty words
coming from you.
Are you allowed to your opinions? Of
course.
But unless my hypothetical Halloween costume involves black face or
Pocahottie, please, keep non-constructive criticism to yourself and enjoy your
candy.

Tops &
Bottoms
TOPS to Halloween

BOTTOMS to bad
candy

TOPS to basketball
season tipping off

BOTTOMS to only
having one home
football game left

COMMON GROUND

Africa cannot afford US budget mistakes
BY NICK BRATCHER
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

I promise to withhold the Amy Grant
music and sappy photos of small children with large bellies from malnourishment.
What you and I both need is a real,
fresh perspective on Africa — without
any smoke and mirrors — just plain
truth and a real plan to help.
Here goes nothing.
In 2000, the United Nations created
the Millennium Development Goals,
a list of eight measurable goals that it
deemed accomplishable by 2015.
Among these are reducing world
poverty by 50 percent, providing primary education for all of the world’s
children, reducing child mortality and
improving maternal health.
Though many of these universal
goals have been met worldwide, I bet
you can’t guess which region of the
world ranks last in all of these categories
with none of these goals met.
In a depressing side note, if you exclude China’s improvement in these
areas, none of these goals are even met
worldwide.
But you already know that Africa is
especially struggling, and I offered you
a fresh perspective earlier.
So where’s the beef, Nick?

Well, let’s start with
why Africa is in the situations it’s in.
Following the scramble for Africa in the late
19th century in which
most of Europe colonized Africa, the West
Bratcher used black people living on this continent for
Opinion
slave trade or as slave
Editor
labor to harvest their existing and abundant natural resources.
In the 1960s, as African countries
won their political independence, they
found themselves with no actual ability
to govern themselves in the wake of the
European occupation.
In fact, after freeing itself from Belgian rule, the Democratic Republic of
Congo had just four residents with college degrees in its population of 2 million.
Negating the psychological effects
that such an existence full of slavery
and subhuman treatment can have
on a nation, is it really any shock that
Africa has struggled in the wake of imperial rule?
It’s because of us, or at least our
grandparents’ parents, and the advantages we gained at the expense of these
countries’ dignity and possibility of improvement.

So what are we to do?
Well, alongside those millennium
goals, the UN also developed a plan to
achieve them. As part of this plan, they
assigned a percentage of gross domestic
income for each developed country to
give in foreign aid that would be necessary if the goals were to be met.
That magic number is .7 percent for
the U.S.
But the U.S. gave just .22 percent of
its GDI in 2005, according to the UN Development Group.
Though we do give more money
than any other country to foreign aid,
we also have a much larger market than
any other country, meaning that we
have greater capability of helping these
people.
Unfortunately, we have a few domestic issues that seem to be of greater
importance than Africa. You may have
noticed them on CNN or Fox News.
I’ve advocated this in other columns,
but the U.S. continually ignores its need
to cut discretionary spending for defense, Medicaid, Medicare and Social
Security.
Republicans may have lost the most
recent battle for fiscal responsibility,
but there will be more opportunities to
make the necessary cuts that the U.S.
has to make.
Let’s do it for Africa.

CARTOON STRIP

TWEETS
FROM
THE HILL

@Topsfan414: Thanks random
warm day making it an uncomfortable temperature in
every classroom #KYresidentprobs #WKU
— Sent 11:09 AM - 30 Oct 13
@@B_Leeland: Just saw my
first white squirrel on campus but he ran behind a bush
before I could get a picture :(
#WKU #NoProof
— Sent 7:44 AM - 30 Oct 13
@JalenVon: About to give up
on trying to sleep tonight. It
is way too hot. #WKU needs
to turn back on the A/C. I'm
bringing my fan from home
next time.
— Sent 1:17 AM - 30 Oct 13
@ShortJeremiah: Once again
Cherry never fails to play good
music. #TheGodfather #WKU
— Sent 5:01 PM - 29 Oct 13
@sinclairdotson: Every time
I walk to class... Miley Cyrus
“The Climb” #WKU #Tops
#theStruggle
— Sent 3:17 PM - 29 Oct 13
@aaronjfrasier: They chose to
do yearbook photo week at
#WKU the week of Halloween.
That should make some interesting photos.
— Sent 11:34 AM - 29 Oct 13
@JBoggs91: Got my cap and
gown today! *happy dance*
#WKU
— Sent 7:24 PM - 29 Oct 13
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The Herald encourages readers to
write letters and commentaries
on topics of public interest. Here
are a few guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed 250
words. Commentaries should be
about 500 words and include a
picture.
2. Originality counts. Please don't
submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number, home
town and classification or title.

4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right to
edit all letters for style, grammar,
length and clarity. The Herald
does NOT print libelous submissions.
6. Submissions must be received
by 7 p.m. on Sunday and Wednesday.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO
NOT reflect those of Western
Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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THE FUN PAGE
Get social with the

ACROSS

1 "__ Trek: Voyager"
5 Cruise or Hanks

College Heights Herald

8 "One Day at a __"

Call (270
(270)745-2653 to sponsor a puzzlee today!

9 Sitcom set in an airport
12 Subdued
13 Woman in a Poe poem

@WKUHerald
@WKUHeraldSports

14 "__ Man"; movie for
Robert Downey Jr.
15 Bird's bill
16 "Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World's __"; Johnny Depp
movie

@WKUHerald

18 "How I __ Your Mother"
19 Detective series for Tony
Shalhoub
20 "__-Called Life"; Claire
Danes drama series

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Sales Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

FOR RENT
Grande Haven Villas Newly constructed one and two bedroom
luxury apts. Great location off Campbell Lane
on Industrial Dr.
Spacious floorplans. Close to WKU
Shuttle. Ask about our move in Specials!!
Crye-Leike Property Management:
(270) 781-7888

21 Cure
23 "We're off __ the Wizard..."
24 "The Longest __"; movie
for Burt Reynolds and Adam
Sandler
25 Plato or Delany
26 Best-selling Toyota model
28 Alda or Rachins
29 Fundamentals
30 "__ With the Wind"
32 Apple pie __ mode
35 "The __ Bang Theory"
36 Word of distress
37 "__! Or My Mom Will
Shoot"; Sylvester Stallone
movie

HELP WANTED

38 More uncanny
40 Move over a bit
41 Large department store

PEOPLEMARK, INC.
IS CURRENTLY TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
The following positions
Warehouse and Retail Distribution Center Positions
In Bowling Green, KY.
Receiving /Shipping Material Handlers:
[Able to lift up to 60 lbs repetitively]
Scanning, shrink wrapping, breaking down boxes,
stacking boxes
Retail Table Operators
Able to stand for 8-10 hours
Able to bend and squat repetitively
Folding, packaging and tagging garments
Pay rate is $9.00/hr
Must be willing to work overtime
Including weekends.
Temp to hire is possible
Vacation, benefits and redeemable award points
for hours worked will be discussed at interview.
Will be taking applications Monday through Friday
8:30 to 5:00
2530 Scottsville Rd. Suite 4
(The Old Hickory Bldg. upstairs)
Bowling Green, KY
ID required for I-9 verification
Drug test and background checks required.
EOE
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for
misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please
use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to send money
or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTION

chain
42 Dawber and Shriver
43 Suffix for lion or poet
44 Actor __ Gross

DOWN

15 "The __ and the Beautiful"

37 Sign of an old wound

1 Long look

17 Female deer

39 Actress Charlotte __

2 Role on "NCIS"

19 "__ Poppins"

40 Jacuzzi

3 Sitcom for Sherman

20 Homer Simpson's mother

Hemsley

22 Dumbo's "wings"

4 "The __ Skelton Hour"

23 "A __ of Two Cities"

5 Fine-tune

25 Rather and Aykroyd

6 Cry from the sty

26 Bandleader Calloway

7 JKL followers

27 "__ Irish Rose"

10 Series for Ellen Pompeo

30 "Cagney & Lacey" costar

11 "The Sixth __"; Bruce

31 Crew member's need

Willis movie

33 "Every Which Way But __";

12 Conway or Russert

movie for Clint Eastwood

13 One of the judges on

34 Likely

"Dancing with the Stars"

36 Broadcasts

HILLTOP HOROSCOPES
SCORPIO (Oct. 23Nov. 21) -- Today is a 9
-- Clean up old messes.
Heed a practical
person's warning,
and consider potential
outcomes. Women affect
your future, whether you
like it or not. Provide
power tools. Work
together for common
benefit.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. 21) -- Today is
a 9 -- You're entering a
party phase, which could
interfere with work,
which in turn could
interfere with romance.
Offer help to someone in
need. Aim for the perfect
balance in your schedule. Stay in communication. Rest when you have
downtime.

CAPRICORN (Dec.
22-Jan. 19) -- Today is
a 9 -- The next two days
are good for decisions.
Devote yourself to the
process fully. There will
be time for fun and
games later. Watch out
for strings attached. Try
to stay objective.

AQUARIUS (Jan.
20-Feb. 18) -- Today is a
9 -- There may be dark
paths or even zombies.
Fortress walls could
spring out of nowhere.
Stay flexible, and balance studies with fun.
There are plenty of sweet
distractions. Quick action now wins entry in.
It's your choice which

PISCES (Feb.
19-March 20) -- Today
is a 9 -- A lack of funds
could threaten the plan.
Listen to all considerations, then reappraise.
Build your character.
Creativity with the
details adds the perfect
touch. Consider the
impact, reaction and
your response. The more
you enjoy it, the better
the results.

ARIES (March
21-April 19) -- Today is
a 9 -- Sometimes it's easy
to get distracted from
what's important. Focus
on what and whom you
love. Definitely no gambling. Beat around the
bush a bit if you must,
but say what you have
to say. Grow partnership
and friendship.

TAURUS (April
20-May 20) -- Today is
a 9 -- Put your heads
together. Focus your creative energy on practical
ideas to make money.
Cut expenses. Plan now
and expand later. Get
inventive and come up
with a clever costume
for free.

GEMINI (May 21June 20) -- Today is an 8
-- Who said being in love
was easy? Make every
move count and increase
the quality of your
relationship. Sometimes
you really have to listen.
Enjoy the festivities
without taking expensive
risks. Leave your wallet
at home and go play.

CANCER (June 21July 22) -- Today is a 9
-- There's another rush
job coming in. It's better
to give each step it's due
than to hurry. Patience
is a virtue, especially
now. Turn your attention towards the comforts of home. You can
make it work.

LEO (July 23-Aug.
22) -- Today is a 9
-- You're entering a
learning phase. Study
and research get fun.
Kids have the best
ideas. Create, build and
network. Don't buy the
next round for the gang.
Enjoy moderation. A
female helps you find
harmony.

VIRGO (Aug. 23Sept. 22) -- Today is a 9
-- Start getting practical.
Scratch out what you
can't afford, and what
you don't really need.
You're especially powerful around finances now.
Scale a big idea to fit,
and avoid stepping on
toes.

LIBRA (Sept. 23Oct. 22) -- Today is an
8 -- Energy surges are
predictable. Make good
use of them, rather than
getting shocked. Take on
a leadership role. You
may have to revise your
routine once you get the
facts. Stay flexible and
adaptable.

THURSDAY'S SUDOKU PROBLEMS
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FRIGHT NIGHT

A volunteer glides through the hallway by harness at the entrance of the Haunted Hollow House on Saturday night at the Wingfield Hayride and Haunted House in Bowling Green. TYLER ESSARY/HERALD

Friends and family of the Wingfield Volunteer Fire Department take their break by the fire in between rounds of customers coming to
experience the haunted house by hayride at the Wingfield Hayride and Haunted House. KATIE MCLEAN/HERALD

A masked volunteer sits in the dark, waiting to scare customers coming around the corner of the haunted house. The Wingfield Hayride and Haunted House is operated by friends and family of the Wingfield Volunteer Fire Department. KATIE MCLEAN/HERALD
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THE REEL

‘Halloween’ gets
35th anniversary
treatment

BY BEN CONNIFF
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

Rating: 9.5/10

When it comes to “slasher”
films, you’d be hard-pressed to
find one better than WKU alumnus John Carpenter’s 1978 classic “Halloween.”
What sets it apart from typical genre fare, like “Friday the
13th,” is that Michael Myers is
no maniac in a mask.

Ben Conniff, columnist

[Michael Myers] is
quite simply a physical
embodiment of the
pure, unwavering
evil that can lurk
anywhere.”
Danielle Labold explains to her sister Samantha Jaquay how to tell if a vase is a genuine collectable or not at her store,
Labold and Sons Salvage in Bowling Green on Wednesday. The store sells vintage items and collectables found or bargained for by Labold. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

Vintage boutique rich in Bowling Green history
BY MACKENZIE MATHEWS
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Danielle Labold, boutique owner

Nothing is considered trash in
Labold and Sons Salvage. An endless expanse of art and antique
items encompass the shop, inhabiting 150-year-old shelves. The building holds several pieces of Bowling
Green history, from recognizable to
mysterious.
Labold and Sons is a local art gallery and vintage boutique located
on East Main Street in the downtown square and is owned by Bowling Green native Danielle Labold.
She opened the gallery two and a
half years ago in order to support
local artists. Print Mafia and Jay
Dougherty are two of the forty artists exhibited.
Labold’s personal art can be
found throughout the shop as well.
She has been working on a line of
steampunk jewelry made from antique metals and watches.
Labold said she has been remodeling furniture pieces ever since she
was a child.
“I have always redone pieces,
from the things that are in my home
to the things that are in my family’s
home,” she said. “There are things
that I have either found or bought,
very inexpensively, and I see poten-

I didn't believe in
ghosts until I got
this building.”
tial in them.”
These items are acquired several
different ways. Labold and several
friends buy at estate sales and trade
items amongst their network of collectors. Locals bring in objects that
belonged to their relatives. Many
things were simply pulled out of the
trash.
Evan Bigham has worked at
Labold and Sons for seven months,
and he explained how they have
found anything from antique quilts,
in perfect condition, to ten and
fourteen carat diamonds thrown in
the garbage. He said no one realizes
what they could be throwing out.
Tyler Stimenates, a browsing customer, said the store has an eclectic
and extensive set of merchandise to
pick from.
“It’s amazing. There are some
great little treasures in here from all
time periods. Anyone can find any-

thing,” he said.
Bigham said Labold and Sons
prioritizes the local community, and
everything about it appears to revolve around that ideology, including its history.
The building has gone through
several renovations before settling
into its current identity. It was built
over 150 years ago and was owned
by the first black person to own land
in the downtown district of Bowling
Green, during the 1890s.
The building has spent time as a
brothel and a hotel. The rooms are
still intact on the second floor. In
1929, it became Spot Cash, a men’s
clothing store, where it remained
until Labold and Sons Salvage took
up residence in 2012.
Labold moved her store from
across the square into its current
location. Bigham explained that
former Spot Cash employees have
come in to the shop and recognized
some of the original displays Labold
kept from the store’s glory days.
Bigham said locals have entered
the store and immediately expressed
a sense of nostalgia, walking past
rows of items from their childhood.
“We’re in a little slice of the past,”
he said.
SEE BOUTIQUE PAGE B2

FREQUENT FACES

SGA president enjoys Persian culture
BY JACOB PARKER
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
Her office is located on the bottom floor of Cravens Library, filled
with couches, tables and a desk
where she works. Occasionally, one
may see students napping on the
couches, studying at the tables or
grabbing SafeRide bottle openers or
Dum-Dums out of the cups on her
desk.
As SGA president, Keyana Boka
spends a fair amount of time in the
office.
A Bowling Green native, she grew
up knowing that she would attend
WKU. Her parents, however, traveled across the world to make that
choice.
“They came to WKU as international students in the ‘70s from Iran,
so we’re Persian,” she said. “They’ve
been here longer than they lived
there.”
Despite being born and raised in
the United States, Boka said she still
celebrates and maintains her Persian culture as well.

“Being Persian is a well-integrated part of my life,” she said. “I speak
Farsi Persian, (it’s) primarily spoken
in Iran. I can speak it, read it, write
it.”
Throughout the year, she and her
family celebrate Persian culture in a
variety of ways.
“We celebrate Persian new year
every year in March — it’s called
Nowruz,” she said.
Nowruz consists of a celebration
that involves cleaning your house
and adorning it with a variety of colors, as well as leaping over a fire.
“There’s a blessing you do for the
new year and then you jump over
the fire,” she said. “it’s symbolic —
the bad goes into the fire and the
good comes out of it.”
There are several celebrations in
bigger cities like Nashville, but with
no public celebration in Bowling
Green, Boka and her family use their
driveway to place the fire.
“We have multiple fires in the
driveway,” she said, jokingly. “We SGA President Keyana Boka writes notes beprobably scare the neighbors.”
fore an SGA weekly meeting Tuesday night.
SEE FREQUENT FACES PAGE B2 AUSTIN ANTHONY/HERALD

He is quite simply a physical
embodiment of the pure, unwavering evil that can lurk anywhere — even in the quietest,
most unsuspecting neighborhoods.
Such terror deserves home
entertainment treatment of the
highest order, and audiences
get that with the 35th anniversary Blu-Ray release of “Halloween.”
SEE REEL PAGE B2

CHIC CHICKS

Spice up Halloween
costumes with more
tricks, less treats
BY MONTA REINFELDE
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
Back at home
in Latvia, we
don’t really celebrate Halloween once we get
out of middle
school. Thus, I
am not an expert
on Halloween
REINFELDE
outfits. However,
Columnist
on those rare occasions when we had to dress
up for school events or themed
house parties, the scarier you
looked the better, whether it
was blood and bruises covering
your body, black or red contact
lenses, ripped clothing or a fake
knife stabbed in somebody’s
head.

Monta Reinfelde, columnist

Back at home in
Latvia, we don't really
celebrate Halloween
once we get out of
middle school.”
That’s really not the case on
our campus.
In my four years of college
and Halloween celebrations, I
haven’t seen that many scary
outfits. Half naked costumes
or gag get-ups seem to be the
norm for college students.
People have transformed
themselves into Taco Bell sauces, Where is Waldo?, one of the
seven dwarfs, Spice Girls, etc.
Though the aforementioned examples are innocent, there are
also some that are way more inappropriate: the “bad” nurses,
French maids or suggestive police officers. are also some that
are way more inappropriate:
SEE COSTUMES PAGE B2

PAGE
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REEL

CONTINUED FROM B1
The most notable feature
that distinguishes this from
previous releases is the allnew, high-definition image
transfer supervised by Dean
Cundey himself, the film’s
original director of photography.
The result is a gorgeously
clear image that looks like it
could’ve been filmed yesterday.
By looking at still photographs comparing this version
to the 2007 Blu-Ray release, it’s
clear that Cundey’s 35th anniversary transfer is the definitive viewing experience.
The color scheme is cooler
and less vibrant, allowing for
more natural-looking images
that are truer to Carpenter’s

BOUTIQUE

CONTINUED FROM B1

The past has even
come to life, or lack
thereof, through Mabel,
the ghost that Labold
said resides on the second floor.
“I didn’t believe in
ghosts until I got this
building,” Labold said.
The second floor is
where the hotel and
brothel were located,
and Labold and her
employees have experi-

original vision.
The transfer also retains
its slight graininess, lending
a sense of authenticity that
recalls “Halloween”’s original
theatrical presentation.
As for the sound, Cundey
includes a new Dolby TrueHD
7.1 lossless audio track, which
means the movie’s original
soundtrack has been completely reconstructed to sound
as crisp and clear as ever.
The classically imposing
presence of Carpenter’s musical score is enhanced to evoke
a greater sense of dread than
in previous releases.
Additionally, a brand new
audio commentary from Carpenter and star Jamie Lee Curtis is included.
This was my favorite special feature because of the
way Carpenter and Curtis josh
each other — while she’s freak-

enced many paranormal
happenings, she said.
The intensity ranges
from hearing displaced
footsteps to flickering
lights to slamming doors.
The former owners
christened the essence,
Mabel, and Labold’s first
paranormal experience
happened in their presence, as they were picking up a box of their late
father’s personal items.
Labold said that as
she was giving the box
to them, all of the doors
on the second floor

Having been to Iran a few
times, Boka was able to learn
more about the country, but
scheduling conflicts make it
difficult to visit very often. She
enjoys still being able to learn
about the culture by being surrounded by it during celebrations or during parties in the
United States.
“It’s always great that I can
keep up with my Farsi that
way,” she said. “Sometimes I
feel too American. Some things

Even if you're a first
timer, this class
horror movie is a
worthy addition
to any home video
collection.”
ing out at every other scene,
he’s telling her how silly she is.
Through their easygoing
banter, the duo provides remarkable insights into the
filming experience, the mythology, casting and technical
elements of the production.
The only other new feature
is an hour-long documentary
titled “The Night SHE Came
Home,” in which a camera
crew follows Curtis as she
meets fans at her first ever

slammed shut, one by
one. The lights commenced to flicker until
they burst off, altogether.
Ever since then, Mabel
has been an accepted
resident of the building.
Bigham said Labold
and Sons Salvage incorporates everything about
art and antiques, including Bowling Green’s own.
“We’re a vintage boutique. We’re an art gallery.
We’re even a fine jewelry store," she said. "You
know, we’re just a little bit
of everything.”

FREQUENT FACES

CONTINUED FROM B1

Ben Conniff, columnist

I learn about Persian
culture that’s new to
me too. I try to keep it
balanced.”
“Keyana” itself is a Persian
name, she said.
“It means elements of nature. My mom wanted a name
that was both Persian and
American,” Boka said. “She
didn’t want it to be hard to pronounce here, and she liked the
name.”
Boka, the youngest in a
large family of WKU alumni,
had always planned to come to
WKU.

horror convention.
It’s worth a look simply because this is the first time that
Curtis has ever acknowledged
the passionate “Halloween”
fan base.
Her distaste for horror films
and wish to disassociate from
the “scream queen” image are
reasons why Curtis has taken
35 years to reach out.
The other special features
have all been ported over from
previous home video releases.
The “On Location: 25 Years
Later” featurette showcases
the South Pasadena filming
locations that have, by and
large, remained unchanged
since the late ‘70s.
Though it features rare appearances from producer
Debra Hill and star P.J. Soles,
such a dated feature feels out
of place on a 35th anniversary
release.

COSTUMES

CONTINUED FROM B1

the “bad” nurses,
French maids or suggestive police officers.
If you have seen the
movie “Mean Girls,”
you probably remember the quote, “Halloween is the one night
a year when a girl can
dress like a total slut
and no other girls can
say anything about it.”
Alright, so I won’t say
anything about it. I just
hope you will not go

If anything, they should’ve
updated it with the cooperation of Carpenter and Curtis.
It would’ve been fun to see
their reactions and hear their
stories about filming on location so many years ago.
Remaining features include
a collection of scenes shot
specifically for the film’s television presentations, as well as
original theatrical trailers and
radio spots.
Michael Myers has never
looked or sounded better, so
longtime fans looking for the
definitive “Halloween” viewing experience should take
advantage of this week’s low
sales prices at Best Buy and
Target.
Even if you’re a first-timer,
this classic horror movie is a
worthy addition to any home
video collection.

that route.
Like any other Halloween, I’m not going
to dress up even if I
go somewhere. That
just takes too much effort, time and thought.
That said, I do hope
that I will see more appropriate Halloween
costumes on other
students this year —
something scary and
ugly. That’s what Halloween is about. In my
opinion, some costumes can wait until
other themed parties.

was, I can definitely see a lot of
changes,” she said. “It’s helped
me grow as a person by dealing
with different things.”
Currently shadowing an OBGYN and researching medical
schools to apply to after graduating in the spring, Boka plans
to make sure that whatever she
does in life, political or medical, she helps people.
“Helping goes both ways,”
she said. “Motivation is key in
whatever I do. On a day to day
basis, whatever I do, [I think]
‘What’s the outcome of this?
Am I passionate about it?’”

Keyana Boka, SGA president

It's always great that I can keep up with
my Farsi that way. Sometimes I feel too
American....I try to keep it balanced.”
“It was almost inevitable
because I felt such a strong
sense of connection to WKU,”
she said. “I knew from day one
I wanted to be involved, and
SGA was something I wanted
to be involved in.”
Being the SGA president
has been integral part of Boka’s

Then there are some
that should never be
worn. Period.
If you are about to
invest your time in
this, then why not take
it a step farther and actually be creative? It’s
OK if you want to be
some famous movie,
book or band character; just adapt it to
the Halloween theme.
Spice things up with
fake blood or smeared
mascara, not a bare
butt or poorly covered
breasts.

life in college, in terms of both
creating who she is and how
she deals with things. With
four years of daily challenges,
classes in pre-med biology and
being a part of many organizations, Boka sees the difference
in her character.
“Looking back now to who I

WKUHERALD.com
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Former Herald editor finds success at Huffington Post
BY ANNA LAWSON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
A former editor has traded
wkuherald.com for huffingtonpost.com. The university
can now add Jan Diehm to its
list of bragging rights.
Diehm, a former editor of
the College Heights Herald, is
now the infographics editor
of The Huffington Post. She
was also awarded the Herald
Outstanding
Contributions
to Journalism at the Student
Publications
Homecoming
Breakfast last week.
Mary Barczak, who attended WKU from 2009-2011, was
a reporter on the Herald when
Diehm was editor. She said
Diehm has always been a role
model to her.
“We met when I was in high
school," she said. "She still
helps me today. As long as I
have known her, she is always

BASKETBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

matchup led by freshman center Ruta Savickaite and freshman forward Bria Gaines. Savickaite scored the first bucket
for the Lady Toppers and finished with five points while
Gaines recorded six in just
nine minutes of play.
Heard said the new additions to the Lady Topper program had some positive moments that will assist them
moving forward.
“At times the newcomers
did some good things,” Heard
said. “That was good for us to
see because now we just have
to keep getting better…we’re
looking forward to moving

FOOTBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

The inability to score
doesn’t come as a fault of productivity from the offense.
WKU leads the Sun Belt with
480 yards of offense per game,
but four interceptions inside
the red zone have outweighed
the positive production from
the offense. Redshirt sophomore tight end Tim Gorski
played a role in the offense
last week with three catches
for 45 yards, but he said the
team has to pay extra atten-

willing to put 110% into everything she takes on."
Bob Adams, who was the
Herald adviser while Diehm
was at WKU, said that he knew
she would be successful.
“She had a high level of experience, which was important,” he said. “Enthusiasm is
also very important, and she
had it.”
Diehm attended WKU for
three years and worked on the
Herald her entire time. However, her extensive resume
doesn’t end there.
After leaving WKU in 2010,
she got a job as a designer for
the Hartford Courant in May.
She stayed there until September of 2011, when she started
working at the Baltimore Sun
until December of 2011. From
there, she worked at the Center for American Progress until
May. She has been at the Huffington Post ever since.

“She really had talent with
design” Adams said. “People
don’t just become good designers over night. But she
did writing, photography
and design. The best designers understand info-graphics
are narratives and make it
easier for the readers to understand.”
Diehm said she owes much
of her success to her years at
the College Heights Herald.
“The Herald was more
important to me then any
class I have ever taken. My
first internship was through
a contact I made through the
paper,” she said. “People recognize The College Heights
Herald. WKU has made a
name for itself.”
Barczak is also grateful for
the tools WKU has given her.
“The Herald taught me everything,” she said. "Without
the training it gave me, I would

never have been pushed to get
internships and find a job."
Diehm said she has found
a job she loves.
“The way journalism is going, more young people are
coming in. This is making
news more upbeat and different,” she said. “For me, being able to tell stories through
visuals is great. Infographics
are really taking off because
people’s attention spans are
shorter.”
Diehm said a successful
designer will first look at what
is being published and then
talk to the reporter about
what the infographic should
look like.
“If the graphic doesn’t tell a
story on its own, then it won’t
be successful,” she said. “I always look for a strong angle. It
is good to find other designer’s
work to get new ideas.”
Diehm has a myriad of in-

fographics with her name on
them. Each and every one of
them is done differently.
“I recently did one on
the World Series. I compared
each team with the beards of
each of the players. It was my
idea from start to finish, and
it became my baby,” she said.
“Sometimes the graphics are
completely data-driven, or
sometimes they can be more
light and tell a story. In this
one, sports fans could connect to it, as well as a broader
audience.”
Diehm said prospective
journalists shouldn’t be discouraged about the dwindling
number of newspapers.
“Make sure your skills are
ready to take on changing
media. You may lose jobs, but
don’t be discouraged,” Diehm
said. “There is a spot out there
for everyone. You just have to
know what you want.”

Next game

Monday Nov. 3
2 p.m. @ Diddle Arena
vs. Glenville State
on.”
Although WKU forced KWC
to turn the ball over 25 times,
the Lady Toppers coughed up
the ball 18 times on their own.
Heard said that’s something
the team needs to work on before the regular season.
“Our goal was 12 for tonight, so we didn’t meet that
goal,” Heard said. “At the end
of the day we’ve just got to
keep going back and breaking
things down so we can make
sure every player understands
their personnel.”

tion to detail when they get
near scoring position.
“We really just have to go
back to the basics and everyone knowing their assignment
on each play,” Gorski said. “Go
back, focus on yourself and
then make sure you do everything right so when all 11 guys
come together and do their
job right, we’ll execute plays.
“Guys are doing their job
everywhere else on the field,
making plays, doing everything, we really just have to focus down in the red zone when
we get there and just put it in
for a touchdown.”

SIZING UP THE ENEMY
WKU VS. GEORGIA STATE
4-4

Record

0-8

29.1

Points per game

15.8

26.5

Opponent Points per game

36

194

Rush yards per game

93.9

286.6

Pass yards per game

230.5

24

Turnovers

12

Find your topper sports @WKUHERALDSPORTS
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CROSS COUNTRY

Cross country heads to Sun Belt Conference Championships
BY ANDREW WEIGEL
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU men’s and women’s cross country teams have
spent the past two weeks preparing to head to the Sun Belt
Conference Cross Country
Championships on Saturday
in Troy, Ala.
Both teams are coming off
their best performances of the
year at the Evansville Invitational in Evansville on Oct. 19.
The Toppers are riding the
momentum of their No. 2
overall team finish in Evansville, as well as the first-place
individual finish captured by
junior David Mokone.
Mokone’s efforts will be the
key to the Toppers’ success
in the conference title meet.
He has led Topper runners in

PREVIEW

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
and this is going to be different
for me. I’m not so comfortable
moving in a different direction
because this is what I know.
“Conference USA is a great
move for our athletic department as a whole, and we’re excited about it.”
WKU will be playing two
newcomers to the league this
weekend in Texas State and
Texas-Arlington.
Both teams were swept by
WKU in Diddle Arena earlier
this year. However, the two
teams are currently No. 4 and
No. 3 in the league, respectively.
Hudson said he expects
them to stay there as well.
“This is a big test for our
team,” Hudson said. “This is
what we think will be two of
the top four seeds in the tournament. We’re playing two really good teams on the road.
Any win is a good win this
weekend, that’s for sure.”
WKU and Texas State (16-

every meet this season, and
coach Erik Jenkins will rely on
him to be the catalyst for the
young Toppers squad.
Jenkins said he has been
preparing his team all year to
be ready for the conference
championships.
“We just want to be competitive and stay humble,” Jenkins said. “This is what we’ve
been working toward all year.
We organized a good schedule
that culminated in Evansville,
which had a field very similar
to the one we’ll see Saturday.
“We’re going against some
very good competition. Some
of these teams are better than
they’ve ever been.”
Sophomore Aaron Stevens
has showed his potential as
well this year, finishing second for the Toppers in all four

10, 6-5 SBC) will play at 6 p.m.
on Friday, and due to gym issues at Texas-Arlington, the
Lady Toppers will play the very
next day at 3 p.m. The campuses of Texas State and TexasArlington (15-9, 8-3 SBC) are
about four hours apart from
each other, causing another
quick turnaround for WKU.
The Lady Toppers are preparing to play teams looking
for revenge.
“We played really well when
they were here,” sophomore
outside hitter Rachel Engle
said. “We’re just expecting
them to still want a piece of
us. We’re going to be on their
home floor. We just need to be
prepared and be ready.”
Engle said the Lady Toppers
still have a lot on the line.
“The regular season conference could be won or lost in
this weekend,” Engle said. “We
have a two-game lead right
now, and they’re both good
teams. If we can go out there
and take care of business, we
should be able to take care of
business in Diddle and we’ll be
good.”

meets. On a young team, Stevens has separated himself as
a future leader for the Toppers.
“I’m very happy with the
improvement Aaron Stevens
has made throughout the
season,” Jenkins said after the
meet in Evansville.
The Lady Toppers are looking to keep their success going as well, after capturing top
honors as a team at the Evansville Invitational.
Sophomore Lindsey Hinken, who finished second in the
last meet and claimed Sun Belt
Conference Player of the Week
honors for her performance, is
expected to lead the Lady Toppers in the Conference Championships.
She said her goal for the
Conference Championships
is to run a new personal-best

SENIORS

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
senior class as a whole, I definitely look up to them in their
attitudes. They love the game.
They’re not burnt out or anything, they’re still loving it,
they’re still pushing every day.
They want to be the best, and
that’s what I look up to about
them.”
Multiple players in this
class will likely break school
records before their time at
WKU is over.
Currently Stutsman is only
181 assists away from the
WKU record. As of Oct. 27, she
was averaging more than 11
assists per set and has seven
regular season games plus
postseason play to break the
record.
Likewise, Potts is 122 digs
away from the all-time record
and is averaging nearly five
digs per set as of Oct. 27.
For Potts, however, the legacy she wants to leave behind
is not necessarily one involving records.

time and earn All-Sun Belt
Conference Honors, as well as
help her team capture a Conference Championship.
Hinken said the Lady Toppers aren’t sure what to expect
from the unfamiliar course in
Troy and that the competition
will be very close.
“There are several teams who
can score within a few points of
each other,” Hinken said. “Every
point is going to matter.”
Sophomore Katie Lever has
been another standout runner
this season for the Lady Toppers, along with junior Jodi
Miller and sophomores Louise
Hill-Stirling and Taylor Carlin.
Jenkins has been especially
pleased with the performances of Hinken and Lever, praising their success at the Evansville Invitational.

“We got some very fine performances out of Lindsey and
Katie in Evansville, and the rest
of the team competed as well,”
Jenkins said.
This late in the season, the
teams are trying to stay healthy
while training hard to be in
peak physical condition. Jenkins said the staff has done a
good job of “tapering them
back over the last seven to eight
days” in order to keep from
wearing down their bodies.
“At this point, the hard work
to get us in the best shape possible has already been done,”
Hinken said.
Jenkins said his teams have
worked all season with the title
weekend in mind.
“This is what you train all
year for — to compete and win
a championship,” Jenkins said.

“I know Travis [Hudson] always has those few players he
always talks about and refers
to back, and I want to be that
player,” she said. “I just want to
be known as the competitive
one and brought it every day.”
Wessel has actually been
with the program five years.
She was redshirted her freshman year, but she said that
this senior class is closer than
the class she would’ve been
apart of.
“I came in before them
and I was really close to the
seniors before me, and it was
really hard to adjust because
I was with them all the time,”
Wessel said. “Now I’m closer
to Ashley and the rest of the
seniors than I am to anyone
else on this team.”
Wessel, Stutsman and
Potts currently lead the Sun
Belt in hitting percentage,
assists per set and digs per
set respectively. Earlier this
season Spears was named
to the Mortar Board Premier
All-Tournament Team for her
efforts in the tournament
hosted by Purdue University.

Coach Travis Hudson

They’ve just been
the easiest kids to
coach in the world.
They’re very talented young ladies, but
they’re even better
human beings.
Diggins set a career high in
kills earlier this season against
Louisiana-Lafayette with 16
kills in the team’s lone loss in
the Sun Belt.
As the group graduates in
the spring and goes separate
ways, Potts said she is certain
they will remain close and be
in contact with each other often.
“When we came in Mel
[Stutsman] and I knew each
other and that was about it,”
Potts said. “Ever since then
we’ve all bonded and just become really close. It’s going
to be really sad when it’s over,
but we’ll keep in touch all the
time and it’ll be fine.”

IT’S AN EVOLUTION IN STUDENT LIVING.
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FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

A Senior Set

Volleyball seniors (from left) Lindsay Spears, Paige Wessel, Ashley Potts, Janee' Diggins and Melanie Stutsman lead a Hilltoppers team that is poised to win the Sun Belt championship this season. TYLER ESSARY/HERALD

Seniors help change program
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
With only seven games left
in the regular season, the WKU
volleyball team is gearing up
for another run at the conference tournament and NCAA
Tournament bid. However, for
five players it will be their last
go-around with a team and a
program that has been their
family and home for the last
four years.
Outside hitter Janee’ Diggins, defensive specialist Ashley Potts, middle hitter Lindsay
Spears, setter Melanie Stutsman, and outside hitter Paige
Wessel have been around for
some of the most successful
years in program history.
WKU reached the NCAA
Tournament in each of the senior class’ first three years on
the Hill, and the Lady Toppers
picked up the first tournament
win in school history last year
over Loyola-Marymount.
The team has also compiled

Next game

Friday Nov. 1 6 p.m.
@ Texas State
San Marcos, Texas
a 91-17 overall record from
2010-2013 and an impressive
44-3 record in the Sun Belt Conference, winning the conference tournament twice.
For coach Travis Hudson,
this group not only includes
good athletes, but good people.
“The first thing that comes
to mind when I think of that
group is that they’re great kids,”
he said. “They’ve just been the
easiest kids to coach in the
world. They’re very talented
young ladies but they’re even
better human beings.”
Younger players on the team
see it too, and look up to this
group for their leadership.
“They’re more leaders of
example,” sophomore outside
hitter Rachel Engle said. “The
SEE SENIORS PAGE B4

Volleyball
team set for
final road trip
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Lady Topper volleyball team will hit
the road one last time this season with a pair
of matches this weekend in the state of Texas.
The Lady Toppers will have five more regular season matches after this weekend, all at
home, before the upcoming Sun Belt Conference Tournament.
The trip this weekend will also be the last
road trip in the Sun Belt Conference, apart
from the conference tournament. Beginning
next season, WKU (20-5, 10-1 Sun Belt Conference) will be playing in Conference USA,
a move coach Travis Hudson will have to get
used to.
“It’s been a great run we’ve been on in this
league,” he said. “I have a lot of respect for
what a lot of the coaches are doing currently. I
think the Sun Belt is getting better. I’m a creature of habit,
SEE PREVIEW PAGE B4

WKU looking
for more
touchdowns at
Georgia State
BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU and coach Bobby Petrino
will find themselves in an unusual
situation Saturday when they face
winless Georgia State in Atlanta.
The Toppers probably didn’t expect to be in must-win mode eight
games into the season, but their
No. 7 ranking in the Sun Belt Conference places more on the team
as they square off against Georgia
State.
The other situation deals with
location. Petrino will return to the
Georgia Dome as a coach for the
first time since his abrupt, midseason departure from the Atlanta
Falcons in 2007, but he isn’t worried about what
Next game
kind of recepSaturday Nov. 2 tion he’ll get —
instead, he’s fo12 p.m.
@ Georgia State cused on what
Atlanta, Georgia WKU must do
to win the next
one.
The opportunity to get back on
track best presents itself against the
Panthers in their first year of transition into the FBS, and their record
reflects their play on the field. The
Panthers rank last in the Sun Belt in
scoring, total offensive yards, rushing yards and yards allowed.
But WKU isn’t letting their record
indicate what the Panthers can do
on the field. Offensive coordinator
Jeff Brohm pointed to their 35-28
loss to Troy as proof of the progress
Georgia State has made this season.
“I think they’re a team that’s improved every week,” Brohm said.
“They gave Troy a battle right down
to the wire and they’re a team that’s
gotten better every week, and you
can tell by watching them on tape.
We’re going to have our hands full.”
WKU will have to improve on
two problems that stand out: turnovers and scoring touchdowns.
Troy scored 14 points off of two
WKU turnovers last Saturday, and
WKU failed to punch the ball in the
end zone, instead settling for four
field goals from sophomore kicker
Garrett Schwettman.
Petrino said it was obvious that
the team’s inability to score touchdowns in place of field goals is what
hurts the team the most.
“We drove the ball, we moved
it, we converted third downs, we
made big plays that did not result in
touchdowns,” Petrino said. “That is
something that we have to be able
to do, is convert to touchdowns.”

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE B3

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Lady Toppers rout KWC in first exhibition
BY KYLE WILLIAMS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Lady Toppers kicked off
the 2013-14 basketball season
in Diddle Arena Tuesday night
with an 87-49 blowout exhibition win against Kentucky
Wesleyan.
WKU opened the game on a
10-0 run and held KWC to just
three points in the first eight
minutes. WKU shot 48.6 percent from the field while holding KWC to just 28 percent.
The Lady Toppers also outscored KWC 50-16 in the paint.
Coach Michelle ClarkHeard said every player did
some positive things on the
court, but despite the win, the
Lady Toppers still need some
fine-tuning before the regular
season starts in November.
“The effort was there from
everybody,” Heard said. “At
times we looked a little scarce
and not on the same page, but
that’s how it happens. It’s the
first exhibition game. I’m looking forward to going back and

watching the film…figure out
the things we need to work on
to get better.”
All 12 Lady Toppers logged
minutes in the exhibition and
11 of them got into the scoring column led by junior guard
Alexis Govan and junior forward Chastity Gooch, who had
18 points apiece. Gooch also
recorded 14 rebounds in just
25 minutes of action.
Sophomore Jalynn McClain
chipped in with 12 points and
10 rebounds.
Senior
guard
Chaney
Means had eight assists, zero
turnovers and four steals in the
contest. The senior captain,
who also drew four charges in
just the first half, said it’s her
job to bring energy so the team
can feed off of her.
“These girls do their thing
on the offensive and defensive end,” Means said. “I’m just
kind of the energizer I guess.”
The Lady Toppers’ newcomers also had a strong
showing in the exhibition
SEE BASKETBALL PAGE B3

Senior guard Chaney Means pushes the ball up court during Tuesday night's exhibition game
against Kentucky Wesleyan. The Lady Toppers won 87-49. MIKE CLARK/HERALD

